Gym

Efficient Security for your Gym
By using ievo®’s innovative and intelligent biometric solutions, you and your members are assured
protection of the highest standard
THE BEST WE’VE SEEN
The ievo ultimate™ fingerprint reader
was recently reviewed by a leading security
publication describing it as the best they’ve
seen in biometrics. This is due to the readers
ability to scan a users fingerprint even with
compromising substances present on the
skin.
For example wet, dry or ‘problem’
fingerprints will be granted access on the
ievo® system. In addition, if users have
levels of moisturising creams, snow, dirt,
oil, grease, powders or cosmetics on their
fingertips, it will not hinder ievo®’s scanning
potential.

BENEFITS OF USING IEVO
•Improved access in terms of ease of use
and speed for members. This system is a
self access system meaning that members
are not required to wait for a member of staff
to grant them access.

The ievo® readers are the perfect ‘all

•The new system has eliminated the need
for cards. The readers prevent problems of
members losing their membership cards.
This cost both the gym member and
Lifestyle Fitness time and money reissuing
new cards. The system also targets the
common problem of members passing
their cards to others who have not paid for
membership.

This information sheet will guide you
through the ins and outs of installing or
upgrading a biometric system into your
gym.

•More secure than tokens or PIN. Because
a biometric property is an intrinsic property
of an individual, it is extremely difficult to
duplicate or share, a common problem of
PIN and tokens.
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round’ biometric and whatever your
application is within the leisure industry,
we are sure to have a solution for you.

CONTROL USER CAPACITY
Unlike many other biometric readers, ievo®
has the ability to integrate seamlessly into
access control systems which provide you
with flexibility of monitoring and controlling
access rights among members which works
efficiently for peak and off peak
membership types. ievo® can even be
controlled by a central database to provide
your members with access to all your sites
within the UK. Long gone are the days when
admin staff monitored members
whereabouts. Let ievo® take care of it!
KEEP YOUR MEMBERS IDENTITY
SECURE
By choosing ievo® your members need not
worry about identity theft or someone
accessing their fingerprint. The ievo®
technology uses your members fingerprints
to generate a unique code. It is this unique
code that is stored within the database and
is used to grant access.
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To increase your members, and your
premises, security further all information is
stored within a board located away from the
reader.
CUSTOMISING YOUR SYSTEM
Whether your access system involves a
turnstile or a door entrance, ievo® will
integrate seamlessly. ievo® readers even
come in a full range of colours to ensure
they match in perfectly with your look.

CASE STUDY
Lifestyle Fitness opted to have the readers
integrated into a turnstile system. This
required the member to register their print
upon signing up with the gym. This print
then acts as the identification method. When
the member attends the gym they simply
press their finger onto the reader and this
opens the first door of the pod. The pod
door behind closes and the second door
opens. This provides the member with
access to the gym.

The new system is great, we are thrilled
with the results. The system looks
fantastic and our members have all
expressed their positive feelings towards
it.
Gordon Hall, Managing Director of
Competition Linemembers.
It is much easier for gym users as we
never have to worry about remembering
our membership cards. The pod itself
looks very high tech, it’s very impressive
looking.
Gym member, Darlington Lifestyle Fitness
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